
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a technical service manager. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for technical service manager

Develop and provide frequent updates on ATS performance to Americas
customers via communication plan, ad hoc meetings in line with SBU and
C&PS expectations
Develop and execute alignment of ATS with product line strategies
developing training needs for the team
Execute development and usage of Knowledge Centered Service within the
ATS team, and its proactive flow down to customers and other functions
People management, performance management, & resource management
interactions with Sr
Execute existing and develop new IT tools to execute ATS strategies and
plans in supporting customer and business needs
Conduct face to face meetings or calls to determine support strategies and
receive feedback on ATS
Collaborate with GTO HOS Leader to continue the HOS journey and
incorporate through the Americas TSE team
Drive capture, reporting, and management of field events/customer reliability
issues from Americas ATS team to E&T as necessary
Monthly MOR review with Sr
Create cohesive Management Operating System through deployment of
common processes/standard work, goals & objectives, performance
measurements, and rewards and recognition program

Example of Technical Service Manager Job
Description
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Candidates with products knowledge, commercial competencies, customers
and Manitowoc network knowledges , Export rules knowledges (INCOTERMS
/ COFACE / PAYMENT TERMS, etc) will be an added advantage
Technical knowledge of generators, gearboxes, motors, power converters,
switchgear, hydraulic systems, electrical systems and control systems is
preferred
Wind Farm Erection and Commissioning Experience preferred
Wind Turbine Generator (WTG) design experience preferred
Electric generation experience preferred
Strong computer skills, with proficiency with Lotus Notes or MS Outlook
Excel, Word and PowerPoint and basic statistical analysis, with Minitab
experience a plus


